Agenda for the October 28-29, 2016 Meeting of the Drafting Committee for the

Uniform Regulation of Virtual Currency Business Act

Minneapolis, MN

Crowne Plaza Hotel

The following agenda has been prepared to accommodate as many of the specific timing requests made by Observers as possible. Chairman Miller may announce modest changes as the meeting proceeds.

Friday, October 28th

9-10, further discussion of definition of "VCBA"

10:15 to 11:30, scope and exemptions

11:30 to 12:45, lunch

1 to 3, mechanics of the on-ramp, approaches to separating purely academic research projects not using assets belonging to members of the general public from licensure or on-ramp, on-ramp thresholds, initial licensing fees low for on-ramp, need to register as MSB with FinCEN for on-ramp and licensed providers, etc.

3:15 to 4:15, review of current definition of "VC"

4:30 to 5, discussion of additional definitions proposed by ULC commissioners at Annual (to be continued if needed on Saturday)

Saturday, October 29th

9-10, reciprocal licensure mechanics

10:15 to 11:45, user protections

Saturday, 1 to 2:30, user protections (continued if needed)

Saturday, 2:45 to 4, continuation of any topic from earlier part of this agenda

Saturday, 4:15 to 5, next steps or topic of chair's choice